Feeds garnet to waterjet cutters from bulk bags automatically

- Cuts your cost per pound of garnet purchased
- Eliminates waterjet downtime to refill garnet
- Ends manual bag dumping fatigue and injury
- Reduces garnet handling labor by 95 percent
- Prevents manual dumping spillage and dust
- Feeds one or multiple waterjet cutters

Simply forklift a bulk bag of garnet into the frame, connect the bag spout and push START.

The flexible screw conveyor can be routed vertically, horizontally or any angle, over short or long distances to your existing waterjet pressure pot location, eliminating the need to manually refill the vessel several times each day.

The only moving part contacting garnet is a rugged inner screw, which is driven from its upper end beyond the point at which garnet is discharged, preventing material contact with seals.

Cut your material, labor and downtime costs every shift with a low cost JET-FEED™ Garnet Delivery System.